Interaction between rat peritoneal macrophages and sensitised erythrocytes: dependence on IgG subclass, antibody density and the degree of hapten conjugation.
The interaction between macrophages (M phi) and antibody sensitised target cells was studied by the use of rat peritoneal macrophages, TNP hapten conjugated sheep red blood cells (SRBC) and homologous antibodies of subclasses IgG1 and IgG2a. Under optimal conditions, the great majority of the M phi formed rosettes with IgG1-sensitised antibodies while a maximum of 50% was achieved when target cells were sensitised by IgG2a. Using a double rosette technique, the major part of rosette-forming cells was found to bind both of the isotypes. IgG1-mediated rosette formation was observed at very low degrees of sensitisation as opposed to IgG2a-mediated target cell binding. Not only the amount of bound antibody but also the degree of hapten conjugation (epitope density) appear to influence the ratio of rosette-forming cells. IgG1-mediated rosette formation was partially inhibited by monomeric IgG1 and more efficiently by soluble ovalbumin (OVA)-anti-OVA complexes involving IgG1-type antibodies, while IgG2a mediated rosette formation was inhibited by OVA-anti-OVA complexes containing IgG2a type antibodies, and less efficiently by complexes involving IgG1. No inhibition was found by monomeric IgG2a. Based on the present data, we propose that two types of receptors are involved in the interaction of M phi and target cells coated by IgG1 and/or IgG2a type antibodies. One requires a multiple antibody-receptor interaction, binding both subclasses at overlapping binding sites; the other is able to interact with IgG1 and does not depend on the multiplicity of interactions.